Long Term Evolution is standardized by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project to provide a high data rate up to 100 Mbps and 50 Mbps for downlink and uplink transmission respectively and can operate in different bandwidths ranging from 1.4MHz up to 20MHz. The incorporated scheduling mechanisms can significantly contribute to this goal. Scheduling mechanism is the process of allocated the resources (Time and Frequency) to users transmitting different flows in same time. In this paper, a novel scheduling algorithm is presented, modeled and compare to basic scheduler used in downlink LTE transmission, such as Round Robin, Max Rate and Proportional fair schedulers. Simulation results, presented in this paper, show that the newly proposed algorithm improves system capacity as compare with Proportional Fair scheduler with guaranty of 80% fairness between all users.
Introduction
The Long Term Evolution (LTE) is standardized by the 3GPP in Release 8, as the successor of the Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS), in order to ensure a high speed data transmission with mobility for mobile communication. The radio access technology chosen for LTE system is the Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA), in both Time Division Duplexing (TDD) and Frequency Division Duplexing (FDD), because his robustness to the selectivity of multipath channels [1] [2] . The high peak transmission rate reaches the LTE system is 100 Mbps in downlink (DL) and 50 Mbps in uplink (UL). To achieve the performance objectives, LTE employs the several enabling technologies which include Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) technical and different MIMO transmission methods are deployed [3] [4] .
LTE technology presents a very challenging multiuser problem: Several User Equipments (UEs) in the same geographic area require high data rates in a finite bandwidth with low latency. The strong motivation beyond the resource allocation algorithms for scheduling is the improvement of system performance by increasing the spectral efficiency at the wireless interface and consequently enhancing the system capacity. Other constraints such as fairness must also be improved. Hence, it is important to find away to performance effective trade-off between efficiency and fairness. To develop an efficient scheduler to reach this trade-off, several factors must be taken into account such as: Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR), packet delays, buffer status (queues length and packet delays), and type of service, fairness, channel conditions and complexity (time and computing). This paper presents a Novel scheduling algorithm for downlink transmission in LTE cellular network. The performances of the new scheduler are evaluated and compared to the basic Round Robin, the opportunist Max rate and the Proportional Fair scheduler. The proposed algorithm is inspired from the Proportional Fair scheduler and the goals of the newly developed scheduling algorithms are to provide system throughput keeping the maximum fairness given by the Proportional Fair algorithm as high as possible. The rest of the paper is organized as follow: in Section 2, we describe the LTE downlink scheduling mechanism and describe the newly scheduling algorithm. The performances of this algorithm are presented and compare with Round Robin, Max rate and Proportional Fair schedulers in Section 3 and finally Section 4 concluded the paper.
Scheduling mechanism in LTE system
In LTE, the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer of the eNodeB is the entity responsible to scheduler the current active users. This entity have a role to assigns resources blocks every TTI, based on the channel condition feedback received from User Equipment in the form of Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) send by the UEs to the eNodeB, to indicate the data rate supported by the downlink channel. Every value of CQI, index in the range 1 to 15, corresponds to the highest Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) and the amount of redundancy included [5] .
Using the OFDMA technique in LTE system, the resource allocation is done in time and frequency domain. In time domain, the downlink channel is divided into frame of 10ms each consists of 10 sub-frames of 1 ms each referred to as Transmission Time Interval (TTI). The number of resource blocks in the available bandwidth is called Resource grid. Resource Element (RE) represents one OFDM subcarrier during one OFDM symbol interval. The number of RBs in a resource grid depends on the size of the bandwidth [6] [7] .
In LTE cellular network, there are three basic scheduling algorithms. These algorithms are compared in term of fairness and overall throughput. These schedulers are the basic Round Robin, the opportunistic Max Rate and the Proportional Fair. The Round Robin scheduler assigns the RBs in equal TTI and in ordered manner. It is resources fairly, regardless of taking in consideration of the channel state conditions experienced by different UEs. An opportunistic scheduler, such as the Maximum Rate, schedules the UEs that have higher signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) above the required SINR threshold whereas it does not schedule those UEs which experience sever channel fading. The max rate scheduler provides higher capacity and throughput than any other kind of scheduling algorithms. However, it completely ignores fairness among UEs. The proportional fair scheduler is describing in the next section.
Proportional Fair Scheduler
The Proportional Fair scheduler provides balance between fairness and the overall system throughput. PF algorithm function as follows: the eNodeB received the feedback of the instantaneous channel quality condition (CQI), in terms of a requested data rate R k,n (t), for each user k. Then, it keeps track of the moving average throughput T k,n (t) of each UE k on every physical resource block (PRB) n in a past window of length tc. In time slot t, the Proportional Fair scheduler gives a priority to the UE K* in the t th time slot and PRB n that satisfy the maximum relative channel quality condition: , n=1,2,...,N ,
Where, R k,n (t), n=1,2,…,N is instantaneous data rate of k th user in t th TTI and n th Resource Block. The instant service rate on the n th sub-carrier at t th TTI is got by:
Where R k,n (t)is the k th user transmission rate at t th time slot, B is the total bandwidth and N is the number of sub-carriers [8] [9] . The received SNR of the n th RB signal of the k th user at the t th TTI can be expressed by [10] :
Where S k,n (t), H k,n (t) are the allocated transmission power and channel gain on n th sub-carrier at t th TTI respectively, N 0 is the power spectral density of AWGN, B is the bandwidth and N is the number of sub-carriers. The average throughputs T k,n (t), can be updated using an exponentially weighted low-pass filter:
The length of the window size t c parameters controls the system latency. It means the trade-off between fairness and throughput. The larger value of t c is t c =∞, in this situation the allocation resources according to PFS algorithm is decided solely by instantaneous SNR, leading to maximum system throughput and poor fairness characteristics. In this case, the Proportional Fair scheduler approaches Maximum Rate algorithm. On the other hand, the lower value of t c parameter is t c =1 in this situation scheduling becomes fair [10] [11] and approaches the Round Robin algorithm. The, α and β value can take three possible cases:
• If α=1, β=1, the scheduler strikes a balance between fairness and throughput in the system. In this case, the equation (1) describes the proportional Fair scheduler. • If α=1, β=0, the algorithm schedules a user with the best channel conditions ignoring the user throughputs. This may be fine if all the users have the same average channel quality. In this case, the scheduler approaches the Maximum rate algorithm. • If α=0, β=1, the scheduler reduces to a round-robin scheduling serving all users equally with no regard to users' channel quality or data rate. In Figure. 1, the system fairness using is showed in term of Fairness vs. t c parameters according to three different algorithms, PFS, RR and Max Rate. As we will see in the last section, if Fairness=1, all users share exactly the same amount of resources, and Fairness=0 occurs when only one user consumes all amount of resources. The Round Robin and Max Rate scheduler are independently of t c parameter, so fairness according to these algorithms remains constant and represents fairness' boundaries. As we can see in Figure 1 , if t c =1, the fairness is maximize and Proportional Fair scheduler behavior tend to Round Robin behavior. But, if t c tends to infinity, there is a reduction in fairness and Proportional Fair scheduler behavior tends to Max Rate behavior.
Novel Scheduling Algorithm
The proposed Scheduling algorithm assumes that the eNodeB would receive the CQI feedback, in terms of a requested data rate, as a matrix with dimension Number_Users_Equipement x Resource_Block_Grid_Size (N_UE x RB_S) . This matrix corresponding to the feedback of the user k in TTI t in term of requested data rate , ( ) K n t R . This is the data rate that the k th user can currently support in the n th Resource Block. For each RB, the algorithm finds the maximum value of value. Until the next N_RB = N_Users x RBs, this user not is having a permission to be scheduler. This algorithm maintains the concept of fairness with increasing the system throughput. The outline of this algorithm would be as follow:
Get the CQI in term of required data rate , ( )
K n t R
Scheduler that user in these Resource Block

Find out which users were scheduled in the previous RB, and don't take into consideration for this N_RB
Until the next N_Users x RBs, this user not be have a permission to be scheduler.
Repeat this cycle each N_RB
This algorithm takes into consideration only the current N_RB not the previous number of RBs. This maintains the fairness of this scheduler with maximizing the system throughput. The main objective of this algorithm is to optimize the relation between fairness and throughput. Compare to the Proportional Fair scheduler, the increased complexity of this novel scheduler is obvious, but the contribution of the proposed scheduler is the increasing of system throughput with a small decrease of system fairness.
Simulation results and discuss
Simulation Parameters
In this section, we will simulate and discuss the performance of the proposed scheduler and compare the obtained result with performances of three basic scheduling algorithms, such as Round Robin, Proportional Fair and Max-Rate scheduler for downlink transmission in LTE system. The simulations are carried out for frequency-selective channels modeled by ITU for Pedestrian-B (Ped-B) channels. Our simulations are performed for a time length equivalent of 1000 sub-frames for users ranging from 5 to 25, choosing the bandwidth of 5MHz containing 25 RBs and 300 occupied sub-carriers.
Simulation Results
In this section, we present the simulation result of different scheduling algorithms, for downlink LTE system, such as Round Robin, Proportional Fair, Max Rate and the proposed scheduling algorithms. In order to evaluate and find the scheduler disciplines, the performance is measured in term of throughput vs. SNR and fairness index. In our simulation, the multiuser scenario all four algorithms are tested, assuming the same user uniform distribution. show the overall system Bit Error Rate (BER) and cell throughput vs. SNR, respectively, for the 5users environments. It can be observed that the proposed algorithm have improved cell performances in term of BER and system throughput as compare with Round Robin and Proportional Fair scheduler. But this improvement cannot achieve the performance of Max Rate scheduler because he unknown totally the "fairness approach". It is also observed that the system throughput achieved by RR algorithm reaches the lowest value because this algorithm allocates all sub-carriers to one user at each time slot independently of users' channel response and rate requirements. Max Rate algorithm, according to system throughput, reaches the best result because this algorithm allocates system resources to users with the strongest channel and it maximizes the system throughput. PFS algorithm exploits the propagation channel condition and the required data rate in order to maximize system capacity without comprising fairness. show the impact of throughput performances of the 1 th and 5 th users, respectively. It is also observed that with the new algorithms experience throughput performances that are balanced with the users with the best channel condition respecting "fairness approach". As compare with Max Rate and Proportional Fair scheduler, the proposed algorithm allows the available RBs to all users trying to maximize cell throughput with exploits the propagation channel condition and the required data rate without comprising fairness. The system fairness for scheduling algorithms versus users ranging from 5 to 25 is investigated in Fig 4. From the obtained results, we can see that the Round Robin and Proportional Fair scheduler ensure total fairness between all users. These scheduling algorithms give the maximum index fairness equal to 1. The total fairness index given by the Proportional Fair can be explained, as we saw in section 2, with a low t c parameter this algorithm maintenance index fairness without involving system throughput. But, Max rate scheduler is the unfairness algorithm and the index fairness scale between 0.4 and 0.6. This is because the Max rate algorithm allocates the system resources to users who have a strongest channel and serve the users who are demanding the max service (using the best CQI value). The new algorithms allow RBs for different user in order to decrease overall system throughput with decrease fairness but this decrease not exceed 20% as compare with Proportional Fair scheduler and Round Robin scheduler.
